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Greetings from Add to Chart Publications. Our early publications cover such basic
astrologic material as the true zodiac and precessed ascendant. Ours may be the first
reformation of scientific astrology in the past 13000 years. Previous civilizations
observed the skies and so we do. This leaves the skies as they were at birth time. The
client and astrologer can finally enjoy as well as work with true natal positions. A sample
topic list of scientific astrology material could read as follows

j Zodiacal Reformation. We have kept a check on the real zodiac during the
legendary two summer months a couple of years ago using primitive equipment.
What sprung out was the real zodiac as opposed to superstition. The astronomic
zodiac and zodiacal reformation thus became the basis for our operation.

j 26 IAU Zodiac. The basic astronomic zodiac has only 24 IAU constellations. This
zodiac has been conveniently nicked Neptunian Zodiac. The discovery of Pluto brings
four new constellations to the astronomic zodiac but two are added here for all
practical purpose. Separate publications deal with e.g. Pluto in Coma Berenices in the
seventies of the past century or Pluto in Serpens Cauda which is the present position.

j X Zodiac. The discovery of the 10th planet designated as 2003 UB313 has of course
enlarged the zodiac. Not every new planetary discovery expands the zodiac but we
have still to decide if Pluto and 2003 UB313 are planets by definition.

j True Ascendant. The skies rotate due to precession. The set of ascendants thus
changes according to epoch. Our epoch has only 16 ascendants. Astrologers know 5
out of 16 eastern ascendants. In other epochs diversity doubles with number.
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j The 16 eastern ascendants have been copiously documented in our publications and
as available for free download. Our work in progress covers the 16 ascendants in
synastry. A preview is available from the site. Hydra has been compared to the 16
ascendants and published as “16 versus Hydra”. Many astrologers that were thought
as having Leo rising have in fact Hydra on their eastern ascendant. Special cases
where three IAU constellations bracket the east point have been rounded up. In one
case we have Canis Minor (Bush), Monoceros (Ver Neit Nubti) and Hydra (Liber
AL) apparently sharing the same star. Sometimes it is hard of decide which of the
three constellations is the ascendant. In our case we determined that Canis Minor
stands for national minority, Monoceros for spiritual leadership and Hydra for
Voodoo. The horoscope of Ver Neit Nubti was thus arranged as having three
ascendants in one. To be on the precise side, Hydra was rising affording for a dark
magical spraying of stardust but very close to positive Unicorn or Monoceros energy.

j Now when the proper zodiac has been established as well as updated for new
planetary discoveries and the house system adjusted to the true horizon, we can keep
discovering new classes of objects and enjoy reliable scientific astrology.

j That Neptune will show in the 6th house instead of 7th. Sometimes planets will shift
from the 8th to 5th house. This is quite surprising but when we know that popular
program tend to errors ranging from 40 to 270 degrees, nothing is comes as surprise.

j The first download for the incipient astrologer are the Sun Ephemeris by NASA. No
astrologer on this planet has been informed of his true natal Sun position on the past
2000 years. Now you can enjoy comparing positions. Sai Baba has been informed his
natal Sun is in Libra on Nov 23rd. After Libra the Sun spends a week in Scorpius
before heading towards large Ophiuchus and the negative Stargate in Sagittarius.

j Pluto is presently moving from Serpens Cauda and through a part of Ophiuchus right
into the negative Stargate in Sagittarius. We used the negative Stargate in our recent
update of Adolf Hitler’s horoscope to predict a rise in planetary National Socialism.

j The astrologer who discovers one’s own true natal Sun position can be rightfully
called incipient. Our standard examples cover such horoscopes as that of Alice.

j Alice was born in August 2004 with Moon in Cetus at the ascendant, Mercury in
Sextans, Venus in Orion, Juno in Scutum and of course Pluto in Serpens Cauda.

j Children will no longer be victims to their astrologically naive parents since every
child and astrologer has the right to know one’s own true natal positions. This point
has been dealt in detail in our M.A.R.S. publication as available for free download
from our site. The search engine on lulu.com should help you with your search.



j Our present research is focused on distant solar system objects. We crossed the border
of a 77000 years period for 2005 VX3 and are dealing with comets of much larger
period. Objects like actual 2006 HW51 have a “modest” 11000 years period.

j The Phoenix Cycle of the 10th Planet is connected to Leonardo da Vinci and C-14.
The Federal Reserve System and business in general are put into relation with the
Phoenix Cycle allowing for long-term financial predictions. President George Bush is
seen as aligned with 2003 UB313 and Phoenix as meridian IAU constellation.

j The reformation of the ascendant is followed by the even more demanding revision of
the meridian constellation set. The meridian constellations require advanced
astronomic knowledge. Phoenix has been chosen as ambassador of all meridian
constellations. This constellation brings good luck in all and particularly business.

j The compilation of all we ever wrote about each and every centaur must be a most
complex project. Chariklo and Pholus have been covered in separate publications and
that will probably be the format to adopt in the future by presenting every centaur
with a separate series of publications. All our publications are updated for the most
recent discoveries including this year’s centaurs. Since we are actually updating on
daily basis all that we write today automatically includes the daily discoveries.

j There are many surprises for those whose programs perhaps cover Chiron and no
other centaur at all. What do we have to offer after 20 years of daily astrology? Surely
much more than those who did not notice. Already the sole world of centaurs is an
universe in itself able to expand as well as round up a natal horoscope analysis with
excellent insight that is of course otherwise unavailable.

j The focus of interest for a modern astrologer shifted from the centaur objects towards
the large world of TNO or transneptunian objects. Our delineation covers all major
TNO like Varuna, Ixion, Quaoar, Sedna, Orcus and the 10th planet 2003 UB313.

j Two special planetary candidates have their separate delineation. 2003 EL61 and
2005 FY9 are among the three largest objects discovered after Pluto. Their
delineation in the 12 houses for astrologers is entitled “New Planets”. The objects
presently hover in Coma Berenices, an IAU constellation just above Virgo and Leo.

j Women astrologers can enjoy Pluto and Feminism, a free download and treatise on
Pluto in Coma Berenices especially designed for people born in the past seventies.

j Besides researching the wild frontier of the solar system, we also keep an eye on the
backyard. Our special interest is in our trojan moons that happen to meet in the
summer months. A part of our “Three Moons meet” is scheduled for reissue.

j The reader can further consult our periodical editor’s log as well as an aviary of
preview, articles and catalogues on the site http://www.lulu.com/astrology



While we speak of Zodiacal Reformation Retrospective there is still a great number of
people working with astrologic software calibrated for superstition but not nearly for
exact natal data at all. This means all astrologic software can be discarded as useless toy.

Some idea of the true natal positions can be obtained from software such as popular
Astrolog freeware. By typing a command such as > astrolog –XF from the command
prompt one can check for Pluto in Serpens Cauda, Venus in Orion or Jupiter in
Ophiuchus. Our publications cover the mentioned positions in detail with professional
care. The difference is immense since we update the set of centaurs and TNO. Our scans
show the real horizon and ascendant, something that no astrological program is able to.

For some 2500 years astrologers were forced to work with positions that were never
really there, meaning frozen ascendants, impossible planetary positions and mock zodiacs
which never existed at all in the real sky. This was all too well for superstition and devil
but not well enough for scientific astrology.

We have dealt with personal devil and instant magick in our O5 publications. The
Personal Cosmic Secretary follows O5 initiation. These methods deliver an optimized
sequence of events, optimized for instant download from the astral domain. True Mind
Distiller disintegrates false ego and personal devil unveiling a void mind or true mind.
Snow Crash is the famous instant magick method granting wishes literally in minutes.

What good is a future predicted to the second that we could not change? It is with this
question and principle in mind that we designed the Reality Rendering Tools, a set of
simple mental tools able to change reality in record time according to your own plan as
well as most secret wish. One minute of O5 is enough to discreate a bad transit ahead.
One installs a positive effect before the bad transit has any chance of materialization.

Our ultimate purpose is complete emancipation from false mind complex. Astrology can
help determining our course. It can as well inspire us towards supra-galactic experience.
The Stargate is the standard outlet for the immortals as included in our every analysis.

Albeit we are able to predict your marriage to the minute years ahead before you meet
your future bride, this is not our real purpose at all. Our real purpose is to guide as well as
emancipate one from the clutches of the matrix of events. One can command events
instead of just passively predict and adapt. We can transform from futile wish makers to
stellar beings PER ASPERA AD ASTRA and possibly without much ASPERA at all.

False ego and the devil have held you in the clutches of the false zodiac and false
ascendant. Now you can liberate your true self with Real Time Reality Rendering Tools.


